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Project Information

Project name

Project location (latitude/longitude required,* other location info such as street address or tax parcel ID optional)

Latitude: Longitude: Other:

If project is located on property not owned by the organization applying for funds, does the landowner agree to the 
proposed use of their land?          Yes           Not yet

If you selected “Not yet,” please describe arrangements in place with the landowner.

Grant funding request (min. request $500, max. request $25,000)

Would you like to be considered for any other VOF grant program if eligible?          Yes           No

Applicant Information

Organization name

Type of applicant/
 partner organization

Individual Non-profit Local State Regional

Tribal VOF Other

Contact person

Mailing address

Phone number Email address

Partner organizations (if applicable)

Application ID  

2021–2022 Get Outdoors
Grant Application

Submit questions and completed application to grants@vof.org.

Visit vof.org/go for more info.

Note: This application and any materials provided may be shared with the public without any notice to applicant.

Applications due by 11:59pm on Friday, August 20, 2021.

Application Assistance
VOF staff are available to assist at any time during the application process. Please contact the grant program 

manager at (434) 282-7054 or by email at grants@vof.org to discuss the GO Program or potential ideas for a 
proposal. We can help determine a local VOF staff contact who may assist with developing your application, telling the 
story of the project, scheduling a site visit, or selecting support materials for submission.

This name will be used in public relations and grant 
documents should funding be awarded.

*See application guide for directions on using Google Maps or contact grants@vof.org to ask for help getting lat/long coordinates.

Other types of entities must contact VOF prior 
to application to determine eligibility.

mailto:grants@vof.org
http://vof.org/go
mailto:grants@vof.org
mailto:grants@vof.org
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3. Describe the community being served by this project and community support for this project. Describe how the 
community has been involved in the development of this proposal and/or will be involved in the implementation of 
this project. Describe how community support is shown for this project or projects of this type.

2. Describe the project. Include a detailed explanation of the project including the purpose, planned deliverables, and 
desired goals/results.

Application Questions

1. Provide a brief (500 characters max) summary of this project in the space below. Please note this summary will be 
shared with the public and replicated for press releases and grant documents should funding be awarded.
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5. Describe the timeline/plan of work for this project. Include who is expected to do the work and when. Work that 
has already been completed toward the project should be mentioned here.

4. How does this project address a specific need in the community or provide a unique service to the community?
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6. Describe how funds will be budgeted for this project. If the scope of the project is larger than the GO grant request, 
include any additional funding from other partners, grants, volunteer hours, or materials or services donated.

7. Provide any other information about this project that makes it unique/special. If the location of the project or the 
focus on the project has special significance to the community, please describe it here.

Supplemental Material
Up to 4 pages of supplemental material, 5 digital photos, and/or 5 minutes of digital video/audio may be 

submitted to support the project proposal. The purpose of the additional material should be to inform VOF about 
the unique qualities of the project and the community benefitting from the project. Creativity is welcome, but the 
supplemental material page limit is firm. Anything beyond four pages will not be considered.  See application guide for 
additional information and examples of support material.

Supplemental material included? Yes No



Question 2: Extended- Students that participate in the updating and upkeep of the trail will
participate in workplace readiness training, problem solving, critical thinking, creative thinking,
and collaboration. They will be given the opportunity to develop something that benefits all
students in Pulaski County Public Schools, and eventually, the New River Valley. Upkeep and
updating will be a yearly project, with a new group of students taking a leadership role in the
development and planning process. The project started with the clean up and general
maintenance of a trail located on the school's campus. This has been used as an outdoor
classroom but over the years the condition of the trail has declined. The project will focus on
restoring the current trail, maintaining the trail, and incorporating new trails throughout the
woods. While working closely with the Life Centered Education class, Special Education
Teacher, the Fisheries and Wildlife students and students in Life Centered Education will talk
about how it is to be visually impaired and their mobility impairments and talk about what would
help them if they were to visit the trail. The Fisheries and Wildlife and Horticulture students will
create exhibits that are educational to all grade levels but also accessible to a person with visual
impairments and mobility impairments. They will also incorporate sensory positive areas with
what nature provides along with adding in different elements such as a large wind chime that
students can work with to create different sounds. Having the native plants incorporated in the
trail will provide students the opportunity to activate their sense of smell with an herb patch as
well as a wildflower area located at the entrance of the trail. Agriculture students will conduct
research and create educational exhibits that will go throughout the trail so learning can happen
even when not planned. They will also work on making audio recordings for each exhibit. The
audio will go over all of the written text and also go into further detail about the exhibit. At the
exhibits, the Construction students will create a concrete paver and some type of structure to
help display the information for the exhibit.
The Life Centered Education class has a braille maker and will put braille on the displays for the
visually impared directing them to the audio element. The Fisheries and Wildlife class will work
alongside the Life Centered Education class to maintain the trail once it is finished by clearing
paths, raking leaves, picking up litter and removing the trash bags. This project will start out with
a goal of three exhibits but will continue to grow with each semester. Each semester we would
like to add something new to the trail such as a new exhibit or permanent structure or even
making the trail longer. The Horticulture classes will work on adding native plant species to the
trail and start to turn it into a garden for the animals to enjoy. Too many times animals are
removed from gardens because they are seen as pests but on this trail, we want wildlife to
thrive and use what we have provided to their advantage. Our hopes are to have native plants
for each season for the native pollinators and to document and label the plants for others to
learn from. This will be a great space for everyone and could be something that they can learn
from and adapt some portion of our project to their own land such as incorporating more native
plants in their gardens and welcoming wildlife. The overall goal is to have an area that all people
can have access to regardless of their abilities that is ADA compliant and serves as an
educational environment. This project will continue to grow as the years go on and will be a
destination for those in Virginia. We hope that once it is officially open that this will be a field trip
location where other schools in Virginia will want to come and experience the Sensory Trail. We
want to train students in the Life Centered classes to give tours which would later lead to
potential job opportunities in our local state park. Though we are only at the beginning stages of



the project, we have accomplished many difficult tasks all while working around Covid-19
restrictions and we do not plan to stop anytime soon.

Question 5: Extended- The ADA compliant wheelchair accessible raised garden bed was
finished and installed. The apple trees bloomed which was a surprise to all and apples began to
form on the trees that had not beared fruit in years. May 2021 was when we planted many of
our plants and placed mulch in the flower beds, mulch was donated to us by the Pulaski County
Public School System. The information Keyois was built by one of the construction classes and
installed at the front of the trail.
In June 2021, all of the plants had been planted, the mulch was all placed out and the pathway
had been cut out but school was now over for the year and the students had left. The
Agriculture department won the Keep Virginia Beautiful Mini Grant for the Sensory Trail project.
July 2021 several students volunteered to come out weekly to mow and weedeat the garden
area and maintain the area as best as they can. Milkweed plants have matured and Monarch
butterflies have been seen in the garden and have laid eggs. Four eggs have been seen and
four caterpillars are eating away at the milkweed.
In August 2021 this application is being filled out in hopes to fund the equipment needed to level
out the ground and to purchase the guide ropes and poles needed for the trail. Students start
back at school on the 18th and will get right to work on planning the work to be done on the trail.
Waysides will be created, designed and built. The collaboration with the TV Media class will
start and scripts will be written out.
September 2021 will hopefully be when we can get a bobcat back over to scrape the grass and
level the trail out under and around the apple orchard so we can begin laying the rocks down.
Additional raised garden beds will be planned and started along with the installation of the
chalkboard wall art that students designed last school year.
As the semester progresses the goal is to have the path laid out with the rocks and have
everything level. The Sensory Trail will have a ribbon cutting ceremony in April when the apple
trees are in full bloom. By April we would like to have three educational exhibits installed and
having the QR codes working with their videos. We would like to have at least 10 plants labeled
in large print that are ADA compliant and have several sensory areas  fully operational and
labeled. We would like to have the guide ropes installed but that is one of the bigger challenges
we face as they will be difficult to install and are expensive. We also would like to start the
construction on the new portion of the trail that will go into the woods which means that some
trees will have to be removed, more invasive species will be removed and machinery will be
needed. By the end of the school year we hope to have visitors scheduled to tour the Sensory
Trail and have the garden area complete with all plants planted, benches built, waysides
installed and working, tour guides trained and guide ropes working. With each passing year we
plan to continue to work on the Sensory Trail by adding new things, fixing things that did not
work out well and continuing the trail further into the woods. We want to offer other trail
experiences that might be more challenging to provide everyone with different experiences.

Photos and external links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EWMSwVOyCcM&t=5s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EWMSwVOyCcM&t=5s


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ja3_yrUfYQY

https://www.wdbj7.com/2021/04/09/pulaski-county-high-school-students-build-a-sensory-walking
-trail-for-all-abilities/

https://www.wdbj7.com/2021/04/23/pulaski-county-high-school-teacher-recognized-as-a-harmon
y-hero/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ja3_yrUfYQY
https://www.wdbj7.com/2021/04/09/pulaski-county-high-school-students-build-a-sensory-walking-trail-for-all-abilities/
https://www.wdbj7.com/2021/04/09/pulaski-county-high-school-students-build-a-sensory-walking-trail-for-all-abilities/
https://www.wdbj7.com/2021/04/23/pulaski-county-high-school-teacher-recognized-as-a-harmony-hero/
https://www.wdbj7.com/2021/04/23/pulaski-county-high-school-teacher-recognized-as-a-harmony-hero/
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	Question 8: 
	Question 3: Students in the Fisheries and Wildlife Management class and the Horticulture class noticed a need for a more inclusive space for all students. Once research was conducted to see how many lab spaces, class shops, greenhouses and outdoor spaces were or were not handicap accessible, it was clear that we needed to find a way to make an area that was accessible for all. There is a need in our community to have a space where someone who is in a wheelchair can go out into the woods and enjoy the sounds of nature or a person who is visually impaired can freely walk in a garden and use their senses to learn more about plants. Teachers need a space where they can take their students out of their stuffy classroom and into a different teaching environment and not leave a student behind because there's unfair obstacles in the way.  The number of students who were getting left behind because of their abilities was alarming and showed that something needed to be done. The trail has always been used by many different teachers at PCHS for all types of educational purposes but the students who cannot easily access the trail were being left out of that educational experience and given alternative work. The creation of the Sensory Trail and the explanation of it has already been the Pulaski County topic of the year. Articles have been published in the Southwest times and the Roanoke times, there have been numerous interviews from local news channels and updates that have been shown all through the New River Valley Area. The second the community got word of this project, they did not waste any time to help. Plants and tools were being donated, parents of students with disabilities created social media posts to bring more awareness to the project and to bring in more donations. Large businesses such as Steer Construction and Salem Stone have donated time, supplies and their expertise to help us further this project. This project is needed in the NRV area and the people in the area know it. 
	Question 2: The sensory and native plant trail will serve as a functional outdoor classroom for elementary, middle and high school age students. The trail will be designed so that individuals with disabilities have access to educational and sensory exhibits throughout. This is a co-curricular project where students from different classes, including Fisheries and Wildlife Management, Horticulture, Floriculture, Carpentry, Welding, Engineering, Life Centered Education, and Special Education come together to accomplish the overall goal. The knowledge and acquisition for native plants and animals will be available to all those who view the trail. Native plants will be tagged and there will be information provided for further learning. There will be exhibits that highlight different species that are found in the trails ecosystem such as birds, arthropods, and other creatures of the woods. Once the trail has been maintained and updated, we plan to serve as a resource for all schools in the New River Valley. The primary classes that will be working on and maintaining the trail would be the Pulaski County High School Agriculture courses. There are many competencies that will be met by each of the courses offered at PCHS. A minimum of 120 students per year will be interacting and updating the trail and exhibits. Once the trail is updated, there will be approximately 500-1,000 students per semester that will use the trail on a rotating basis. The trail will serve as a conservation area for the native plant species already present and students will research for other native species to incorporate to add to the diversity of habitat. There will be native plant species added to the trail and surrounding areas. Attention will be given to plant species that will benefit pollinators through each season. Individuals with visual impairments and mobility impairments will be able to access this trail, and experience the various exhibits. By researching various disabilities, General education students will develop a greater understanding and appreciation for individuals with disabilities and the challenges they face.




	Question 1: The Sensory Trail at Pulaski County High School is being designed as an outdoor instructional space to serve as a resource to all students PreK-12.  Exhibits are being developed, utilizing a universal design approach, to provide a sensory-friendly experience to those who visit.   To kick off this project, Ag students have spent considerable time and energy to remove invasive plant species from an existing trail on campus.  Now that there is a blank slate, students have researched native species and are working to plant these along the trail.  Additionally, they have focused on plants that are great for pollinators and benefit local wildlife.
On the trail there will be guide ropes to aid those with mobility or visual impairments. Students will build ADA-compliant, raised garden beds, so that all visitors have access to the plants growing in them. The goal is to create a walking trail that goes into the campus woods to provide all students with the chance of interacting with mother nature in a way they might not get elsewhere. By providing all students this outdoor classroom that is inclusive to all, we are widening their educational horizon. Each year, students in CTE classes will design and build educational exhibits that cover topics relating to Math, Science, Language Arts, Social Studies, Agriculture, and Fine Arts. Displays will have a QR code that links videos and Assistive Listening Systems. The multimedia displays will be developed and produced by students in TV/Media courses. Welding students will create Plant ID tags to display information in large print along with braille so that they are easy to read. Carpentry courses will build a covered information kiosk to mark the start of the trail and any structures needed to house displays. Our students have identified a need for an inclusive, educational environment and have wonderful ideas for how to accomplish this goal.  We are seeking support for our learners as they work to make our community a more accessible place.

	Question 5: The project started September 2020 as students in the Agriculture Department removed invasive plant species from the existing trail and apple orchard. Research was conducted to come to the conclusion that there is no outdoor classroom space that is fully inclusive to all students at the high school. By November of 2020, most of the invasive species under the apple orchard had been removed and a clean slate was there. The invasive vines that had once covered the apple trees were mostly down and the trees had a chance to rebound. 
February 2021 was the start of the design of the garden portion of the trail which is located under and around the apple orchard. Students measured out all of the trees and scaled it down to fit on paper and then they planned out the exact layout of the trail. Students researched native plants and other plants that would only benefit the environment to purchase and then we started purchasing. The goal is to have plants at their peak all throughout the seasons so at any time there is something in bloom or full of color. Students researched ADA guidelines to build a raised garden bed that is ADA complaint and wheelchair accessible. 
In March 2021, two small grants were given; one by National FFA and the other by the Master Gardeners and Master Naturalist which helped move the project forward. Many plants were purchased and different tools needed were collected. The apple trees started to show growth as the new leaves started to grow and there was hope that the trees were not too badly damaged to bear fruit. People from the community donated native trees to be planted that would remain fairly small. Setter Construction donated lumber that was used to build a bench and some of the raised garden beds. All Natural Tree Experts came out to look at the apple trees and gave advice and educational resources for the future. Later the Western Resource Manager Dept. of Conservation & Recreation for Virginia State Parks came out to look at the existing trail and the future plans. He educated us on slopes and water movement along with the best materials to create the desired path. He helped us realize that the existing trail would not work due to how steep it is and how it is directly where water naturally flows causing the erosion. April 2021 was the month that really did it. A local news channel caught wind of the project and came out to do an interview and they broadcasted the story all through the New River Valley Area which helped with donations of plants and small funds. The project and head teacher, Carley Pavan, was featured as April's Harmony Hero with EarthKind and they conducted a detailed interview that was then shared nationwide. 
This helped get the word out even more as newspapers contacted us and other news channels shared the story. Salem Stone donated three styles of rocks needed to create the pathway for the trail and brought out people to help educate the students of how to install the stones.

	Question 4: The Sensory Trail is unique to the New River Valley Area because of all that it will offer those who will visit. There is no other outdoor area that gives everyone the chance to move through a garden and a trail in the woods where they can engage with nature. People can harvest fresh produce grown in the garden or can learn about the different wildlife that calls this area home. They can learn about pollinator gardens and how to grow one of their own and about the Monarch butterfly. All educational exhibits will have large clear print to help with visibility along with a QR code that when used will lead you to a video with audio going over the information on the wayside and go into further detail about the exhibit. Each educational exhibit will have the Universal Design of Learning modeled within each aspect of the exhibit. There will be sensory friendly components that will enhance some senses and dull others depending on where you are located at in the garden or on the trail. Any person that visits the trail will leave learning something and will hopefully take that new knowledge and apply it elsewhere in their community. There is no place like this at any of the schools in Pulaski County or in the New River Valley Area, there is also no place that offers all that the Sensory Trail will offer in Virginia that is not a Historical Museum.  
	Question 6: The funds will go to the purchase of the poles and the rope for the guiderope along with any tools needed to complete the installation. The poles will cost around $5000 for the number of poles needed for the trail and the rope $500. The rental of larger equipment such as an auger, Skid steer and attachments. Other items that would be purchased if there is money left over after the guiderope and the equipment would be; picnic tables, benches,  professionally designed and made waysides, professional grade posters, and engravings made for all those who have donated or volunteered time for the creation of the trail that will be displayed on the trail. 
We have received $1,200 from the Living to Serve Semester Long Grant from National FFA
We have received $1750 from the NRV Master gardener Association 
We have received $250 from a community member
We have received $1000 from Keep Virginia Beautiful 30 in 30 Green Grants
Carley Pavan won the April Harmony Hero from EarthKind and is entered to win a trip to Mexico to study Monarch Butterflies. This award gained national recognition and community support
Plants have been donated from several nurseries and basic gardening tools have been donated
Setter Construction donated lumber for raised garden beds and has volunteered time to teach construction techniques to students along with helping make many new connections. 
Salem Stone donated three types of rocks to be used for the trail and once we begin installing it, they will help with teaching how to install and help find equipment needed
Nat Elliston from Virginia Outdoors Foundations came out to grade the trail site and give suggestions, he will later help with the creation of the new section of the trail and be a guest speaker. 
Forrest Atwood the Western Resource Manager Dept. of Conservation & Recreation for Virginia State Parks came out and gave advice, was a guest speaker and donated a book on trail making, he will also come back out later in the semester to help once we start working on the new section of the trail. 

	Question 7: This project started out as a way to get students out of the classroom and away from the computers during a challenging year and it has turned into a project that has so many different professionals from a variety of industries that are invested in the completion of the Sensory Trail. It is linking students to real world job experiences and making that connection with these different supporting businesses. This project is so much more than just an outdoor classroom, it is connecting core curriculum, CTE curriculum and businesses within our community together to help students see the connections and careers that are out there. Below are links to videos that go into further detail about the project or awards that have been won because of the project. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EWMSwVOyCcM&t=5s  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ja3_yrUfYQY  

https://www.wdbj7.com/2021/04/09/pulaski-county-high-school-students-build-a-sensory-walking-trail-for-all-abilities/ 

https://www.wdbj7.com/2021/04/23/pulaski-county-high-school-teacher-recognized-as-a-harmony-hero/ 
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